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Abstract
By means of direct canonical transfcr_ations, the Poincare-
Von Zeipel perturbation method may be modified into a more useful form.
Two particularvariants of this approach are examined and expllci_
fozmulas are given for carrying them out to at least _he 4-th order.
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i. I_TRODUCTION
In this work, a modificationof the Hamilton-Jacobiequation is developed,
utilizing the direct formulationof canonical transformations.The resulting
perturbationscheme is easy to apply and may be related either to the standard
_oincar_-VonZeipel method or to Hori's expansion,dependin_ on the choice of
certain expressionsenterln_ it.
The solution of a mechanical problem by the Ha_ilton-Jacoblequation seeks
a canonical trans_'o_ationto new varlables,in Which the complexityof the
problem is reduce_.In particular,let us considera perturbed periodic motion,
with Pl the action variable of the unperturbodmotion and with a tins-inde-
pendentHamiltonian
H = Pl + E _k B_k)Cp, q) Ci)k=l " -
Then by the Poincar_-VonZelpel method (Polncare,1893; Von Zeipel, 1916;
Corben and $tehle, 1960) one seeks a near-ldentitytransformationto new variables
(P, _) , given by the generatingfunction
_- = _Pi % + T', _k O-{k)(_,q) (2)
via
_°'/_t'i = % _ {3)
_'/'_% " Pi
In this aethodp one uses the fact that the new Hamiltonian equals the
old one, substituting (3) to obtain
• .. m
................. _ - -,ilnn i I *1 n ......... i -
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When this is expanded in orders of _ , a recuretve scheme is obtained and both
H and 0_ may be derived order by order, subject to the condition that the trans-
t
formed angle variable QI is absent from the new Hamiltonlan H . When this is
accomplished,not only has Q1 been removed from the problem, but its conjugate
P1 has become a constant of the motion, so that the too%ion represented by H has
two fewer variables to contend with.
Now a near-identity transformation may be represented in other ways than by
equations (2)-(3) ; these ways may offer more convenience, since G_ in (2) depends
on both old and new variables and therefore the relations (3) require further
untangling to be useful. In particular, we may consider a direct canonical trans-
formation
k=l
where we will use the notation
= P1
(7)
Yn = ql
Also, it will be useful to denote by a tilde the vector formed by omitting
the component Yn or the one corresponding to it, e.g.
_, . ( %) (8)
Then, if one substitutes (5) into the basic relation
. .. - ,., ,, i ,,,, ...... • '
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and expands order by order, the appropriate transformation 45) may be derived.
Hori 41966) used this approach, wlth (5) given through Lie's formulation oi"
canonical transfcrmatlons (Lie, 1888). Here a somewhat different approach (Stern,
1970) will be used, which can be made equivalent either to HoI_'B or to the Poincare-
Von Zeipel method, depending on one's choice of the expression f(k) defined later_
2,, NOTATIOB
If the position vector y in phase apace is defined as in (6), let its
conjugate __ be defined
__ _- (q_,-p_) (lo)
from which, by (7)
Yl = Yn
Yn = "Yl
Also, if V operates in y-space, we can define there a conjugate gradient
operator V , the i_h component of which is _/_ Yi "
To express functions of z in terms of y , we shall use Taylor expansion
operators T(k) (Muaem, 1965), with operation denoted (for clarity) by an asterisk:
Q(,_)-- GCy+Z_.k__(k))
= e_(_ Ek%(k).V). OCy)
k=l
. _, £k TCk). oC_y) (_.2)
k=O
The T (k) may be obtained by expanding the exponential and regrouping terms
according to their order in £ ! the first few of them are
___ , -, " ,, , , ,, ' 'i ........... II
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l_(o)= i
_(i) = _(z)- v
- _z3)
and so forth. In general one oan write
_(k) = __(k).V + N(k) (14}
where N(k) is an operator involving V at least twice.
3. THE TRANSFO_ON
this
The relat'lon (5) holds for any near-identity transformation. If Ais to
be a canonical transformation) _k) mv_t satisfy additional requirements, and
it may be shown (Stern, 1970) that these always have the general form
_(k)= __(k)(_)+ g_(k) (is)
,asre__(k)(__)_ ,xpresslo_invol_lo_rord°re_ %(k)isth°k-th
order of a generalization of the generating function. Many alternative choices of
f(k) are possible (one oan often construct lower order expressions that have the form
of a conjugate gradient aud_add__he__to___f (k)) but we shall be concerned with two in
l_trtloular.One may ohoose
k-I
flk) . - _ sCm),) ( _ %(k'm)l'o_i) (16)
m-=l
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where S_m)/_are operators resembling the T_mjt_ of (13) but wi_ '_(J)
everywhere replaoed by
_(J) (_J) _(J)= '"- ,_(_/2)'o,...o) (._'r)
that is, with vectors in which the momentum-likeparts are retained and the
coordlnate-llkeparts are replaced by zerQe. It may then be shown (see Stern, 1970_
where this choice of f(k) is denoted by _(k) ) tha_ in this case
with (_(k) the k-th order "conventional" generating function of equation (2)
which describes the same transformation. Since S(m) contains orders of _ and
of _ lower than the k-th, equation 416) must be derived recureively order by order.
Alternatively, fi(k)- may be derived without breaking up into
momentum-likeand coo_te-llke _I_. _e general method for dolng this (Stern,
1970) is too lengthy to be described here, and we shall merely give the loweet
orders of the result:
..... - ...... , _i , ,,,, _[ql ..... .._
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?With this choice it may be shown (Stern, 1970) that
_(k) . . S4k) 420)
where S(k) is the k-th order generating function defined by HorA 41966).
4o THE PERTURBATION METHOD
__,_ (9), _e _i_ (z) _ (z2_,_',ee
rl . _k H(k)cy)- = _k=OEkH'Ck)(-_)
k=O
k=O m=O
This may be equated order by order, th_ zeroth order being simply
K*(°)(_) = "4°)4-y) = Yl (22)
In the O( E k) relation we separate the terms with m equal to O and k
from the rest m_l use (14) and 422). This gives
= _ + _ + _i-k-.() +_(k)(__) R*(k)(_) 4k).V :q Yz
k-1
. _ _4=1.H*(k-=)(_) 4231
m=l
In the last equation, N(k) may be dropped, since it contains V twice or
more and its action on Yl thus yields zero. Also, by (11)
__ . • .............. " 111 liTl"I i ....... I
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8(k) _') + %X(k)/ay,, (24)_ck)'vyl : ..tl ='
The final result, which is the basic relation of our perturbationscheme, may
thus be written
"0%(k)/'_Yn+ It*(k)(__) '= A(k)(y) (:.>_)
where
k-i
A (k)Cy) = it(k)(y) . f_k)( _ ) . _ T(m)* It*(k")('_) (26)
" nl=_l -
If the variable Yn enters only as an angle _ith basic period unity,
_(k)/_Oy n is clearly periodic, since any nonperlodlcpart of 96(k)" is
removed by the differentiation°If one defines an averaging operator
1
( A (k)) " _ A (k)ey. t;"7)
O
then clearly
li*(k)(_) = /. ACk)> (28)
"X.(k) = I_L (Aik) _ (_ACk.}>)dyi + M(k)(_) (29)
0
where M(k)(_) is an arbitrary function, representing the fact that when Yl and
Yn are eliminated, the other variables may also undergo an arbitrary near-identity
transformation among themselves. If no other considerations exist, it may be set
equal to nro.
" ".................... I ....... f
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9Suppose the calculation has been carried out up to and including order (k-l).
Wenewro_ A (k)by (26),de_,,eH*(k)_ _(k) by (28)=,d(2_),
and then obtain _(k) from (15), u_ing the appropriate choice of £(k) . The
derivation is now complete to the k-th order°
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